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Signavio  
Process Intelligence
Signavio Process Intelligence unlocks next-gen process mining and
business transformation at scale, providing insights to drive 
improvement throughout enterprises. The solution offers a complete 
intelligence platform, from data acquisition to actionable insights, 
with a powerful combination of process discovery, process analysis, 
and conformance checking. Signavio supports a transparent and 
collaborative approach to process improvement and S/4HANA migration.

Signavio Process Intelligence is the real-time
guardian of your operational health, helping
you identify the root causes of poorly performing
processes, detect and visualize compliance
violations, monitor process performance, and 
support collaborative efforts across performance 
bottlenecks. Utilizing Signavio Process Intelligence 
with Live Insights across your organization 
delivers the understanding for Real-Time Process  

Intelligence (RTPI). This instant business 
knowledge establishes end-to-end process- 
orientation for rapid change and customer 
excellence thinking. With Signavio, it is now 
quicker than ever to extract relevant information 
from data sets – turning static models into 
dynamic, responsive dashboards that inform, 
guide, and warn.

 Process mining is key for us 
 to understand the status quo, 
 to understand customer needs, 
 and also for building our capabilities. 
 Volker Glaeser  
 CEO at Hospitality Digital



Signavio Process Intelligence includes an 
all-new, powerful analysis toolset accessible 
to experts and business users. Break down 
powerful fact-based insights into manageable 
improvements and enhanced processes.

Mine at scale with the SiGNAL Mining Engine, 
a cloud-based in-memory query engine that 
can process events logs with millions of rows, 
supporting users to leverage the computational 
power of Signavio without technical knowledge.

Automated
analysis  > Process discovery: Signavio Process 

Intelligence provides visibility and 
understanding of actual business 
operations and processes by 
automatically applying advanced 
process mining algorithms. The result 
is a clearer understanding of what truly 
happens in business processes end-
to-end, and as a result, more alignment 
between as-is process models and 
operations

Spending time and money on big data analysis 
often slows improvement projects across 
specific processes or sets (traces), meaning 
it is hard to monitor and operate in an 
everchanging regulatory environment.

Continuous
improvement

 > Process improvements: Signavio 
delivers Live Insights to support 
visibility across business processes to 
help improve operations for improved 
outcomes. This step-up in accuracy 
supports teams to discover, analyze, 
improve, and optimize processes 
across a range of methodologies

 Game-changer 

 Game-changer 

 Over 50% of teams 
 struggle with accurately 
 forecasting cash-flow, 
 due to failures in their 
 procure-to-pay process 



Finding process mining too complicated? 
Signavio Process Intelligence delivers a simplified 
democratic approach to break down large  
data projects. 

C-suite executives are under increasing pressure
to deliver improved results in an ever-evolving
business landscape, while securing a budget for
investment and demonstrating value in  
disruption is increasingly difficult. Signavio offers 
transparency and a business case built on 
truth, not just projections and estimates.

Disruptive
technology

Narrow down the intelligence domain  
With Signavio Process Intelligence and Live
Insights, you can connect models to pinpoint
accurate processes, for new relevant thresholds.
This way, identifying business challenges
(e.g. poorly performing production plants) moves
beyond a single trigger, towards intelligence
initiatives. By aligning several departments,
users can narrow the problem domain by
“switching the lights on” across affected 
processes and systems and data sources. 
This way, you can optimize processes for RPA, 
hyper-automation & AI/ML.

Smooth delivery of business results 
As an entirely cloud-based process mining
solution, you can deliver business results smoothly 
throughout the entire Signavio Business 
Transformation Suite. This solution user flow  
makes it even easier to collaborate with 
colleagues from all over the world, and harness  
the wisdom of the crowd to generate more 
ideas, optimize processes, and reduce resistance 
to change.

Endless
potential with
Signavio Process
Intelligence 

 > Process KPI Reporting & Identification: 
Leverage a framework for analysts 
to locate process inefficiencies and 
determine KPI definitions

 > Process-oriented ETL: Create complex 
online and offline data pipelines with 
several out-of-the-box connectors 
and best practices

 > SiGNAL Metrics: Packaged and  
re-usable business and process metrics 
to accelerate time-to-insight. Signavio  
provides the simplest way to centralize 
process mining knowledge and 
competence in one place

 > Unearth the truth about your  
processes and make better  
data-based transparent decisions  
on how processes execute

 > Leverage conformance checking  
to ensure that standard practices  
are executed as intended, quickly 
identifying exceptions

 > Derive complete end-to-end 
perspectives, performance overviews,  
and understand what is happening  
in your organization in days

 > Continuously monitor and improve 
accurate as-is processes to extract 
knowledge for root-cause analysis

 > Monitor the complete data-based  
facts and the transparent cycle of 
continuous process improvement

 Game-changer 

 Game-changer 



Signavio Process Intelligence 
helps companies to  
understand not only how ERP 
processes are designed, but 
also how they execute and flow 
in reality. A full assessment 
of as-is processes provides 
visibility into inefficiencies, 
problems, malpractices, and 
unused processes. Users can 
then take this real process 
knowledge and run intelligent 
ERP transformations and 
optimize resources, improve 
business metrics significantly, 
and lower costs.

Signavio Process  
Intelligence 
Real-world business 
scenarios

Signavio Process Intelligence and Live Insights 
reach past the DVA of mining – discover, visualize, 
analyze – to the monitoring of real-time process 
execution carried out automatically from your 
existing data. This assessment turbocharges OpEx 
initiates by providing an instant understanding  
of complex processes, leading to a self-sustaining 
OpEx approach across an entire organization. 

By connecting Signavio Process Intelligence 
with a customer-centric view across producing, 
marketing, selling, and your products & services, 
consumer experience becomes a strategic  
catalyst. Through process mining, you can 
understand today’s customer behavior  
and connect your processes to predict future  
interactions across customer journeys.

Signavio Process Intelligence 
is a vital tool across  
internal auditing departments 
enabling particularly strong 
and coherent initiatives where 
transparency and data- 
oriented analysis is required. 
Auditors or Risk Management 
departments can leverage 
Signavio Process Intelligence 
to assess how processes  
are executed with a compliance 
perspective.

Signavio Process Intelligence 
supports organizations 
throughout the lifecycle of 
RPA initiatives by monitoring 
and benchmarking robots,  
and implementing processes 
within the company based  
on specific criteria, and  
identifying processes suitable 
for RPA implementation. 
These are the processes to 
unlock the true ROI potential 
of robots!
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 Robotic Process  
 Automation (RPA)  
 at Scale 

 ERP Transformation  Risk, Audit &  
 Compliance 

 Customer Experience  
 & Customer Journeys 

 Operational  
 Excellence (OpEx) 

 Almost 60% of companies 
 incurred payment charges  
 from suppliers due  
 to process inefficiencies 



Unlock the
future of
business
transformation
Signavio Process Intelligence enables business
users worldwide to run in-depth process
analysis. Gaining actionable insights into process
data allows you to optimize day-to-day
operations and make smarter decisions, faster.
Identify the root causes of poorly performing
processes by detecting and visualizing compliance
violations, monitor your process performance,
and act on critical cases and performance
bottlenecks.

Never forget
the customer
Synchronizing customers’ expectations with
daily business operations is a challenge for
every company. Signavio Process Intelligence
enables you to track metrics regularly,
exploring performance deviations and correcting
them where needed. Process mining helps you
rapidly uncover current state system processes,
share your findings, and gather improvement
suggestions.

Process analysis is your path to successful data
analysis. It provides a means to automatically
analyze your data and generate insights for
current and future operations. With Signavio,
you leverage the data you already have in your
company (e.g. from your ERP/CRM systems) to
optimize business performance for intelligent
operations. It takes raw data and translates it
into a blueprint showing how your company
operates.

 Did you know? 

To continuously optimize your business
processes in today’s rapidly changing
environment, process mining initiatives must
move beyond one-time projects. Instead,
continuous monitoring of your process data
needs to be the new norm. Signavio Process
Intelligence leverages the latest advances in
stream processing technologies to process
event data in real-time. In this way, Signavio
Process Intelligence is your ever-present finger
on the pulse of the business process landscape.

You can only
change what
you know
Process-driven transformation enables
companies across all industries and verticals
to compare their current state processes
with future state and “as-implemented” versions
of processes. Gain an understanding of any
variances in your systems, optimize the data
collected in those systems, and pull it all
together to reveal your organization’s story with
the help of intuitive dashboards and investigative
interfaces.

By connecting processes to operations, business
leaders can spearhead data-driven, end-to-end
transformation initiatives based on conclusive
evidence. This way, you can unlock the information,
visibility, and quantifiable numbers needed for
continual growth and process excellence.



Information Produit 

Signavio  
Workflow Accelerator  
Focus on value, 
not repetitive tasks

Signavio reduces the time taken to  
deliver value from your intelligent  
process mining initiatives, RPA at  
scale imperatives, end-to-end  
process orientation, collaborative  
efforts, customer excellence  
strategies... and more!

Boost your business transformation 
activities with a free 30-day test drive.

 Unleash the  
 power of process 
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Signavio  
Collaboration Hub  
The smarter way  
to work together

Product Information 

Signavio  
Process Manager  
Collaborative process  
design for the entire  
organization


